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NYS Department of Environmental Conservation
625 Broadway
Albany, NY 12233-4255

I am writing on behalf of our organization regarding the draft Strategic Plan for State Forest Management.  Please consider this letter as formal comments on this document.

In reviewing the draft plan, we are pleased at its comprehensive character, and emphasis on resource protection.  The plan recognizes the importance of large, unfragmented forested areas to wildlife, including many species of birds that breed in New York.  Often, the state forests remain the only sizeable tracts of this type regionally.

It is positive that the plan also thoroughly assesses the presence and needs of at risk species of wildlife in the state forests.  However, there is no similar assessment of species that fall outside this definition.  Many bird species are not specifically classified at risk, but are dependent on habitats provided by state lands for breeding habitat and throughout the year.  The plan should be expanded to consider these species and outline management activities and protections to meet their needs.

We have serious concerns over the evident intent of the department to consider expanded gas and oil exploration and development on state forest lands, in particular the looming introduction of hydrofracking natural gas drilling.  This is an activity incompatible with the resource protection approach that characterizes the rest of the plan.  Hydrofracking poses significant dangers to the lands, waters and wildlife of the state forests, with construction activities, heavy equipment traffic, fragmentation of forest tracts, air and water pollution, and wildlife disturbance some of the major problems.  Construction of access roads, drilling pads, and pipeline corridors will significantly reduce the value of otherwise unbroken forest parcels noted above.  Storage of hydrofracking fluids in open lagoons is a risk to wildlife, including birds.  Construction and production activities during breeding season will disturb species such as raptors, thrushes and warblers that are already in decline in many cases.

The argument that burning natural gas represents an improvement over other fossil fuels in terms of greenhouse gases ignores the fact that methane—the primary component of natural gas—is a much more potent greenhouse gas than the CO2 from these other fuels.  The leaks and release of methane from gas production and transmission may well negate any benefits it holds in this regard.

I am enclosing an article on hydrofracking gas drilling and birds that appeared in our newsletter as further reference to our concerns on this activity.  We urge that no additional oil and gas leases be considered on state lands beyond that necessitated by existing mineral rights.

The section of the plan dealing with ATVs and other off-road vehicles makes a strong case for keeping these machines out of the state forests.  The proposal to allow connector trails for these vehicles is inconsistent with the negative impacts clearly identified in the plan, and should be removed.  Our organization has been involved in the issue of allowing ATVs on state land, and communicated with the department and others in the past.  I am enclosing an earlier letter that 
expresses many of our concerns on this issue.

We are heartened that the department is taking a broad and holistic look at the future of the state forests and recognizes their importance to the environment and the citizens of the state.  Please keep our comments in mind as the final version of this plan is prepared.

Sincerely, 



Andrew Mason, Conservation Chair

Gas Drilling and Birds

NY State is on the verge of major development of an energy source that could have negative impacts on birds in the region.  The Marcellus shale formation that underlies much of the Southern Tier, Finger Lakes and Catskill regions, is estimated by geologists to contain 168 trillion to 516 trillion cubic feet of natural gas throughout its entire extent, which includes portions of Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia. Although it is not yet known how much gas will be commercially recoverable, to put this quantity into context, New York State uses about 1.1 trillion cubic feet of natural gas a year.

Oil and gas drilling has been carried out in the western part of NY State for many years.  Geologists have known the potential of Marcellus shale for natural gas, but the rock has been considered too deep and too tight to profitably develop.  With rising energy prices, and new drilling techniques, energy companies now want to tap this source.

Wells will be drilled up to a mile deep, then turned horizontally for several thousand feet to maximize contact with the gas bearing rock.  Large quantities of water—up to a million gallons per well—are injected into the shale under high pressure to fracture it, and allow the gas to escape—a technique known as hydrofracking.

Chemical additives to the hydrofracking water improve penetration and gas production.  Much of the fluid is returned to the surface, and often contains naturally-occurring materials, as well as the added chemicals.  The fluid may also pick up radioactivity from the shale.

The primary environmental concerns over the drilling are possible contamination of ground water through escape of hydrofracking fluids into aquifers.  Other issues include noise and visual impacts of the drilling itself, and construction of pipelines to transport the gas.

Issues related to birds and other wildlife include large withdrawals from surface waters such as lakes, wetlands and streams.  This could damage these waterbodies, and reduce their value as habitat for waterbirds.  Also, storage and disposal of the hydrofracking fluids pose a threat if stored in open lagoons.  There are many cases of birds being oiled or tainted from waste lagoons in oil production areas elsewhere.  There likely will be habitat fragmentation from gas development with road construction, the drilling areas, and pipeline construction.  This may well take place in grassland areas and affect at risk bird species.

The NY State Department of Environmental Conservation regulates drilling in the state.  The agency is preparing a Supplemental Generic Environmental Impact Statement (SGEIS) to examine issues involved with the Marcellus shale drilling that go beyond current review of drilling.  A final scope for the SGEIS will be finalized this winter, with a draft SGEIS expected to be available for public review and comment by early spring, 2009.

Birders and birding organizations will need to be involved in review of the SGEIS to ensure that potential impacts to birds from drilling are identified and addressed in the document, and in any regulations DEC imposes on drillers.

More information on Marcellus shale drilling and the state’s review process is available at www.dec.ny.gov/energy/46288.html.  
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Governor George Pataki

 

Executive Chambers

 

State Capitol

 

Albany, NY  12224

 

 

Dear Governor Pataki:

 

 

 

I a

m writing on behalf of our organization to express our concern over 

provisions in your pending state budget proposal which threaten NY’s sensitive 

bird species and the habitat on which they depend.

 

 

Included in the budget is a plan to establish a fund to r

eceive revenues 

from all

-

terrain vehicle (ATV) registrations.  Monies from this fund will be used to 

create a network of ATV trails on private lands, including NY State Department of 

Environmental Conservation easement lands.  

 

Although these trails and th

e machines themselves will affect birds, we 

recognize that use of ATVs on private lands currently occurs, and is likely to 

continue.  However, language in the same section of the budget would allow the 

DEC Commissioner to place ATV trails on 

state

-

owned

 la

nds, including state 

forests, wildlife management areas, and unique areas.  This language would 

permit these trails at the Commissioner’s discretion without complying with 

critical environmental safeguards such as the State Environmental Quality 

Review Act

 (SEQRA) and without public participation.  Also, inclusion of this 

language with the provision establishing the trail fund suggests that the intent is 

to use the fund for ATV trails on state

-

owned lands in the future.

 

State forests, wildlife management ar

eas, and other DEC

-

administered 

lands are among the most important habitat in the state for many species of 

birds

--

particularly those that require large forested tracts for nesting.  As the 

landscape of the state is increasingly urbanized, public lands bec

ome even more 

crucial for nesting birds.  Species of special concern and those sensitive to 

disturbance are resident on these state lands.

 

In addition, ATVs directly damage vegetation, both on trails and more 

extensively when riders leave trails

—

a common p

roblem.  Nesting birds, 

especially those using the forest floor or understory, are disturbed by the 

machines.  Breeding season for birds coincides with the periods of highest use of 

ATVs.

 

 

 

Organized 1947
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Executive Chambers


State Capitol


Albany, NY  12224


Dear Governor Pataki:



I am writing on behalf of our organization to express our concern over provisions in your pending state budget proposal which threaten NY’s sensitive bird species and the habitat on which they depend.



Included in the budget is a plan to establish a fund to receive revenues from all-terrain vehicle (ATV) registrations.  Monies from this fund will be used to create a network of ATV trails on private lands, including NY State Department of Environmental Conservation easement lands.  


Although these trails and the machines themselves will affect birds, we recognize that use of ATVs on private lands currently occurs, and is likely to continue.  However, language in the same section of the budget would allow the DEC Commissioner to place ATV trails on state-owned lands, including state forests, wildlife management areas, and unique areas.  This language would permit these trails at the Commissioner’s discretion without complying with critical environmental safeguards such as the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) and without public participation.  Also, inclusion of this language with the provision establishing the trail fund suggests that the intent is to use the fund for ATV trails on state-owned lands in the future.


State forests, wildlife management areas, and other DEC-administered lands are among the most important habitat in the state for many species of birds--particularly those that require large forested tracts for nesting.  As the landscape of the state is increasingly urbanized, public lands become even more crucial for nesting birds.  Species of special concern and those sensitive to disturbance are resident on these state lands.


In addition, ATVs directly damage vegetation, both on trails and more extensively when riders leave trails—a common problem.  Nesting birds, especially those using the forest floor or understory, are disturbed by the machines.  Breeding season for birds coincides with the periods of highest use of ATVs.


ATVs also create a host of other environmental problems—soil erosion, stream sedimentation, air pollution, and conflict with low-impact uses of state lands such as hiking, wildlife observation, or just enjoying the outdoors.  It is important that a thorough assessment of the potential impacts of ATVs be conducted during consideration of establishing trails.


We urge you to remove the provision allowing the DEC Commissioner to place ATV trails on state lands, and to make clear that monies from the ATV trail fund will not be used for this purpose.


The birdlife of NY already faces any number of threats both here, in migration, and in wintering areas.  We need to ensure that our public lands remain suitable habitat for our birds.


Sincerely,


Andrew Mason, Conservation Co-chair


1039 Peck St.


Jefferson, NY  12093


(607) 652-2162


AndyMason@earthling.net


cc:  
Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver



Senate Majority Leader Joseph Bruno



DEC Commissioner Erin Crotty
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State Capitol
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Dear Governor Pataki:



I am writing on behalf of our organization to express our concern over provisions in your pending state budget proposal which threaten NY’s sensitive bird species and the habitat on which they depend.



Included in the budget is a plan to establish a fund to receive revenues from all-terrain vehicle (ATV) registrations.  Monies from this fund will be used to create a network of ATV trails on private lands, including NY State Department of Environmental Conservation easement lands.  


Although these trails and the machines themselves will affect birds, we recognize that use of ATVs on private lands currently occurs, and is likely to continue.  However, language in the same section of the budget would allow the DEC Commissioner to place ATV trails on state-owned lands, including state forests, wildlife management areas, and unique areas.  This language would permit these trails at the Commissioner’s discretion without complying with critical environmental safeguards such as the State Environmental Quality Review Act (SEQRA) and without public participation.  Also, inclusion of this language with the provision establishing the trail fund suggests that the intent is to use the fund for ATV trails on state-owned lands in the future.


State forests, wildlife management areas, and other DEC-administered lands are among the most important habitat in the state for many species of birds--particularly those that require large forested tracts for nesting.  As the landscape of the state is increasingly urbanized, public lands become even more crucial for nesting birds.  Species of special concern and those sensitive to disturbance are resident on these state lands.


In addition, ATVs directly damage vegetation, both on trails and more extensively when riders leave trails—a common problem.  Nesting birds, especially those using the forest floor or understory, are disturbed by the machines.  Breeding season for birds coincides with the periods of highest use of ATVs.


ATVs also create a host of other environmental problems—soil erosion, stream sedimentation, air pollution, and conflict with low-impact uses of state lands such as hiking, wildlife observation, or just enjoying the outdoors.  It is important that a thorough assessment of the potential impacts of ATVs be conducted during consideration of establishing trails.


We urge you to remove the provision allowing the DEC Commissioner to place ATV trails on state lands, and to make clear that monies from the ATV trail fund will not be used for this purpose.


The birdlife of NY already faces any number of threats both here, in migration, and in wintering areas.  We need to ensure that our public lands remain suitable habitat for our birds.


Sincerely,


Andrew Mason, Conservation Co-chair
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AndyMason@earthling.net
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Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver



Senate Majority Leader Joseph Bruno
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ATVs also create a host of other environmental problems—soil erosion, stream sedimentation, air pollution, and conflict with low-impact uses of state lands such as hiking, wildlife observation, or just enjoying the outdoors.  It is important that a thorough assessment of the potential impacts of ATVs be conducted during consideration of establishing trails.
We urge you to remove the provision allowing the DEC Commissioner to place ATV trails on state lands, and to make clear that monies from the ATV trail fund will not be used for this purpose.
The birdlife of NY already faces any number of threats both here, in migration, and in wintering areas.  We need to ensure that our public lands remain suitable habitat for our birds.

Sincerely,



Andrew Mason, Conservation Co-chair


